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ABSTRACT
Future construction ofconcrete floating platfonns for offshore oil exploration and
development off the East Coast ofCanada may lead to a substantial increase in the use of
nigh strength lightweight (HSLW) concrete in Canada. While HSLW concrete has been
extensively used in other areas of the world such as Norway, its use 10 date in Canada has
been limited. HSLWconcrete with its improved durability and lightweight characteristics
is a very much sought after material in the constJUCtion ofconcrete floating platfonns.
However. the efficient use ofHSlW concrete in Canada is limited by the following two
restrictions in the Canadian concrete design code A13.] (2): first. in calculating the bar
development length the maximum permissible value for the compressive strength of the
concrete is limited to 64 MPa. secondly for lightweight concrete the minimum
development length must be increased by 300/e. The objective of this research was to
detennine the bond strength characteristics 0£25 mm and 35 mm defanned reinforcement
bars embedded in 80 MPa HSLW concrete and to assess whether or not the code
restrictions are justified.
The experiment consisted ofperfonning a total ofn pullout and push.in lest to
evaluate the bond behavior under both monotonic and cyclic loading. The effect of
tension and compression along with various rates of loading were investigated for !he
monotonic tests as well as changing the rate of loading for the cyclic lests. Each of the
specimens was confined with 10 mm stirrups, representing a well-confined member that
is typical in an offshore floating platfonn. The concrete used in the experiment bad an
average compressive strength of83.1 MPa The results were evaluated and compare! to
the w<Kk by other researchers on high strength normal weight (HSNW) concrete as well
as to the Ausualian, American and Canadian design codes.
The results indicated that HSlW concme behaves \'ft)' similar 10 HSNW
concrete and the maximum bond stress for HSlW conaett is greater than that of normal
strength Iight\\"eight concrete. The bond stress versus displacement curve indica1es a
sharp nearly linear ascending portion of the curve followed by a Sleep descending portion
indicating very brittle behavior. which is dwaeteristic to high strength concrete. The
cyclic tests indicated that cyclic loading does not have a significant efrett on the bond
strength provided that the maximum cyclic displacement is less than the peak load
displacement in the monotonic test A comparison oftbe test results to the various code
equations indicates that the Curmlt codes are too conservative for HSlW concrete. In
panicular it is proposed that the concrete density modification factor for lightweight
concme in the Canadian design code be reduced from 1.30 to 1.10 for the case ofHSlW
concrete. Finally, it was determined that an expression based on the cubic root of the:
coocrete compressive strength rather than the square root better describes the bond
behavior ofHSlW concrete.
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Chapter 1
"Th~rt u a/so Q 1cind ofpo,.r,der whichfro'" natural causes produces astonishing
results .... This substance. when mixed with lime and rubble. not onlv lends
slrength to buildings ofolher Idnds. but even when piers ofit are com,'ructed in
Ike sea. they set hard under water..... the waler taken in malces Ikem cohere. and
the moisture qUicldy JUJrdens them so that they can set into a mau whick neither
the walles nor the force ofwater can dissolve. ..
Vitruv;us. c.50 S.c.
Introduction
1.1 Bond Strength of High Strength Concrete
Over the past seveBl decades the de\'e1opmcm of concrele technology has
resulted in a changing definition of high strength concrete. During lhe 1930·s. Professor
Hollister. Past Presidem of the American Concrete lnstitute. predicted thai the
compressive strength of concrete would reach 70 MPa. The compressive strength of
concrete available in the construction industry did increase o,·er time. For instance. in the
1950's concrele with a compressive strength of 30 MPa ""'as considered to be high
strength. and by the end of the 1980'5 concrete strengths reached 135 MPa ""ithconcret:es
in the 70 to 80 MPa strength range being common place to the construction industry in
2001.
While h..igh strength lightweight concrete has found its way into a variecy of
applications from high rise buildings 10 long span bridges, the primary area of interest for
this research is for the use of high strength light\l,'tighl concrele in offshore floating
platforms. The improved durabilit)· and lightweight characlt'ristics has resultt'd in high
strength lightweight concrete bt'ing used extensivt'!y in the construction of offshore
concrete plalforms for the NOM Sea. Certain ponions of the topsides of the Hibemia
GBS were also constructed using high strength lightweight concrete. The oil res<:rves off
NewfoWldland have been estimated to bt' 9 billion barrels. The Hibernia and Tem No\'a
projects are capable of developing just 1.5 billion barrels of the tOW resen·e. This leaves
huge pott'ntial for the consuuc:tion and use of concrete lloating platfonns over the next
St'veral decades. If the research can relieve the current design code restrictions placed on
high strength lightweight concrete, then floating concrete platforms may become cost
competitive with stet'! platforms. thereby ma.ximizing the employment benefits to
Newfoundland and Labrador.
The principle reason for using high strength concrete is thai it offers a Cost
effective solution to many design problems encountered in complex structures while at
the same time providing higher strength and improved durability. Utilizing high strength
concrete leads to a reduction in member sizes resulting in more efficient lloor plans and
aesthetically pleasing structureS. Funhennore the use of high Stmlgth ligh[Weight
co~te stretches the design envelope by giving enginttrS the ability to span longer
distances as the dead load of the structural membt'r is drastically reduced, Howe\-cr, the
design code limitations placed on high strength concrete stems from the fact that high
suength concrete exhibits brittle behaviour under heavy loading_ a very Wldesirable
material characteristic.
The fundamental requirement of reinforced concrete design is that there be
sufficient transfer of the tensile force in the reinforcement 10 the concrete. For the case of
defonned reinforcement bars this force uansfer is usually through a combination of
adhesion of the concrrte 10 the surface area of the bar. friction as .....ell as bearing of the
defonn3tions directly upon the concrete. For plain bars only the adhesion and the friction
conuibute to the bond, This force, .....h.ich prevents the longitudinal movement of the bar
within the concrete. is referred to as the bond foret:. Bond streSS ~u1ts from a change in
bond force along the length of the bar (1).
The length over \\rlticlt the full yield strength of the bar can be de\·elopcd is
kno.....n as the bar development length (1). In an etTon to assist designers. the \-arious
concrete design code groups throughout the world have develo~ empirical equations
that are used to determine the minimum bar development length. A series of modification
factors are then applied to the minimwn de\'elopmcntlength to account for the different
siruations that rna)" affect the ullimate bond Strength of lhe bar. lbe Canadian code CSA
A23.3 (2) contains four modification fac1.1rs. The location factor accounts for the casting
position of lite bar. The coating factor accounts for the reduction in bond strength due 10
the application ofan epoxy coating that reduces the adhesion and friction bet.....een the bar
and the concrete. The concrete density fac10r increases the development length for semi-
low and low density concrete. The bat size factor decreases the minimum development
length for bar sizes smaller than 20 nun.
1.2 Scope of Research
The scope of research performed as pan of this thesis is 10 examine the bond
strength characteristics of high stttngth lightweight concrete. The results of this research
will assisl with the~I of the \'a1idiry of the concrete density factor of I.J that is
cumntJy required under CSA A2J.3 (2) in the devclopmcm length calculalion for
lightweight concrete. The main objectives of the study arc as follows:
Detennine the bond characteristics of high strength ligh~\leighl concrete under
different monotonic loading parameters in tension and compression
Determine the effect of rate of loading on the bond strength of high strength
Jighrv.·cight concrete.
Determine the effect of cyc:lic loading on the bond Strength of high Slmlgth
lightweight concrete.
Study the test results in efforts to more accurately determine the bond strength of
high strength Iighlweight concrete.
Compare the behavior of high strength lightweight concrete to that of high
strength normal weight concrete.
Compare the test results of high strength lightweight concrete to the calculated
values using the design provisions of various design cocks including CSA All.}
(2).
The CWTC'nl design practices and CSA code equalions were mainly developed
using concrele with lower compressive s~ngths. lhus the limitation for rc .s 64 MPa..
These code provisions need to be reassess~ based on more current research on high
strength concrete. This research will provide test data on the bond performance of high
s~ngth lightweight concrete and will take us one step closer to bener understanding the
total perfonnance characteristics of high suength lightv.eighl concrete.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
The thesis c:onsists of si.'{ chapters. It begins with an introduction of high Strength
lightweight concrete and an overview of the significance of the research. Chapter.2
pro\'ides a SUrrUmll1' of the literature review that ""as undenaken as part of the work.
Chapter J discusses the experimental lest setup including the different parameters thai
"ill be investigated Chapter 4 is a discussion of test results. including graphs and tables
that show the affect of the various tested parameters. Chapter 5 includes a comparison of
the: test results on high suength lightweight concrete "ith the resulls by other researchers
on high strength nonnal weight concrete. Funhermore. it compares the test results againSt
the bond strength capac:ity as calculat~ by various design code authorities throughout the
world. inc:luding the Canadian Code. The thesis concludes with Chapter 6 providing a
sunun3l)' and conclusion of lest results along "ith rec:ommendations for further sllJdy.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
As designers strive to impro\"e the $ltUcltual performance of ~inforct'd concrete
structures such as long span bridges and offshore concrete platforms there has been
significant interest in the use of high strength lightweight concrete (HSLW). HSlW
com;:relC~ is the term given to concrete with a compressive srrength exceeding 70 MPa and
a unit weighl ranging from 1600 kgfm:; to 2000 kglmJ • The use of HSLW concrete
represents a 15 to 30% reduction in overall weight compared to normal weight concrete
aCthe same compressh'c strength. As the use of HSLW concrete is relalivcl)' new. there
is little published IiteralUre available on its SlnlCltnl behavior. especially in the area of
the bond charactmstics ofHSlW concrete.
The basic principle of reinforced conc«:tc design is that the concrete resists the
compressive forces while the tensile forces are resiSied by the steel reinforcemenl. The
uansfer of the tensile force from the concrete 10 W steel reinforcement results in the
development of tangential stress components along the contact surface between the
concrete and the reinforcement bar. The stress acting parallel to the bar along this
inlerface region is known as Ihe bond stress. Past research has shown WI there are three
main components lhat comprise the bond slttngth of reinforced concrete. which act 10
resist the bond stress: adhesion of the concrete to !he reinforcemem bar. frictional stress
ttansfer and mechanical interlock. For plain reinforcement bars. only the adhesion and
frictional components contribute to lhe bond strength. Howe\·er. for deformed
rdnforccment bars. all tIu« components of the bond Strength are p~nt. \\ilh the
protruding ribs on the bar bearing against the concrete being the major contributor to the
bond strength. It is because of !he superior bond strength of defonned reinforcement bars
that CSA A23.J (2) states that only defortnN bars shall be used as reinforcement. except
lIlat plain bm may be used for spirals and plain bars smaller than 10 mm may be used for
Slimlps or ties (1). Recent developments in the use of headed bar anchorages are being
introduced [0 the mrious codes as 3. means to improving the bond strength of both plain
and deformed reinforcement bars.
The superior performance of HSLW concrete is dependent on having adequate
bond strength. The scope of the research is to examim: experimentally the factors
influencing the bond strength and to anal)1ically predict the bond strength of deformed
reinforcing bars in HSLW concrete when subjected to monotonic and qdic loading. A
comparison of the resu.lts \\;th \'mous re5e3fCh in\'CSligations will be presented in later
discussions.
2.2 Bond Characteri,tic, of High Strength Concrete
While much research has been performed on the bond characteristics of norm:J1
strength normal weight concrete. linle has betn done on high suength concrete.
especially HSLYo' concrete. In addition. much of the research and deveJopmtnt in the area
of HSLW concrete was performed as pan of Itthnical studies associated \\;th the
consuuction of specific suuetures. mainly offshou concrete platforms. As a result much
of the research pertaining [0 the SlrUClurnJ behavior of HSLW concrete is confidcmial
between the various research institutions and the oil companies.
The earliest reponed bond research was by Abrams 0) which involved obscl'\"ing
the behavior of both plain and deformed reinforcement in normal strength concrete.
Later. Glanville (4) obseryed that bond failure occurred at higher stresS lc\·ds for push
type testing ascom~ "ilh pullout testing.
Clark (5) used the pullout lest to study lhc effect of various febar panems in
normal strength concrete. It ",,-as concluded that the most effcclivc defonnation pattern
was one where the shearing area is Icss than 10 limes thc dcfonnation bearing area. ""ith
the shearing area defined as the perimeter of ~ bar mulliplied by the defonnation
spacing. Clark also provided othcr guidelincs such as the defonn3tion spacing should not
exceed 70 perce", of the bar diameter. and the deformation height be a minimum 4% 10
5% depending on hac size.
Primary and secondary cracks w~re observed in ~arch by Mehlhorn and
KolJegger (6). From studying the contact surface belween!h~ concrel~ and reinforcement
steel !hey concluded complete compatibility between concrete and st~l based on steel
stress. bond streSS and concrete sttes.s.
From a series of 72 lesl specimens. Somayaji and Shah (1) developed an
anal~'ical model 10 predict the cracking r~sponse and tension stiffening. in a reinforced
concrtte specim~n subjecl 10 tension. The researchers concluded that !he local bond $tteSS
slip relalionship was nonlinear and not consistent at all sections throughout the Icnglh of
the bar,
Shah et al. (8) reponed !hat 1M microstructure oflhe interfacial zone bel.....een!h~
aggr~gate and th~ cement past~ gre'llly influences Ihe m«hanical properties such as
stiffness. sh~ and bond sttenglh. Processes involving aggregate p~treatment and
improved mixing methods would signifiC3ntly improve the mechanical propenies of !he
interfacial region.
Hadje-Ghaffaei et al. (9) perfonned research. on the bond characteristic of epoxy"
coated reinforcement. The results of this work indicated that the bond sttength is
significanlly reduced for epoxy-eoated reinforcement. It "'as also observed thai the lack
of vibration usually present when high slump concrele is being pumped had a ~gal.i\'e
effect on the bond strength for bolh epoxy and uncoated reinforcement. These Studies
showed that the developmem length modification faclor for epoxy coaled reinforcement
in the currem ACI code is conservati'"e and could be reduced from 1.5 (0 1.35 for all
sizes of bars.
[n 1993. Darwin and Graham (10) studied the affect of deformation height and
spacing on the bond strength of reinforcing bars based on a relative rib area approach.
The resuhs showed lhat by pro,'iding confinement either in the fonn of tranSverse
reinforcement or addilional concrete co'·er, the bond stttngm increased as the relative rib
area was increased.
Hamad (11) concluded from a series of pullout specimens 3nd beam specim~ns
under positive bending thai the bond capacity depends on the rib face angle, rib spacing
and rib height. A comparison of various rib angles resulted in a rib face angle of 60
degrtts providing me best load slip performance and highest ultimate bond strength. In
addition. rib spacing equal 10 50'4 of bar diameter and a rib height equal 10 10"4 of the
bar diameter ",'as the Oplimurn rib configuration,
Esfahani and Rangan (12) carried out testing to determine the effects of rib face
angle on the bond capacil)' in high strength concrete, The resullS indicated that the bond
strength of bars wi!h rib face angles bet"''een 23 and 27 degrees is significantl}· lower
!han bars with rib face angles between 40 and 47 degrees,
to
Darwin et aI. (I)). studied the splice strength of bars ~ith a high relatin: rib area.
The test concluded that the splice strength of uncoated reinforcement incre~d as the
relative rib area increased provided then: was adequate transV~ reinforument. The
tt:SlS also showtd a 20"/0 reduction in the development length modification factor for
epox.l'-coated reinforcement.
Azizinamini et aI. (1~) and Azizinamini. et aI. (15) closely examined the bond
performance and tension de,·e!oplTKnt length of reinforcement steel in high strength
concrete. From these tests it was concluded that increasing the development length was
not the most efficient way to increast: bond capacity in high strength concrete.
Funhennore. it was proposed that a minimum stirrup requirement be implemented into
design of splice regions.
Hwang et 31. (16) experimenlally investigated the bond strength of defonnl."d
reinforcement bars in high strength concrete. The equivalent relationship between the
tensile splice length and tensile development length was presented. This study concluded
that the bond performance of high strength concrete without silica fume was similar to
nonnal stmlgUt concrete. and that the prestnce of silica fume caused a decrease in the
bond stre:ngth of deformed reinforcement.
The work of Azizinamini et a1. (17). concluded that the current ACI Iirnitation of
100 psi on ..Jfe for the calculation of tension development length is not justified provided
that there is sufficient ll'anS\'~ reinforcement. From their wori:. it was sno\\n thai the
addition of trnns\'erse l"C:inforcement is equivalent 10 increasing Ihe SlrdS in a developed
bar. Furthennore. the minimum amount of stirrup proposed was determined based on [04
MPa concrete. It was suggested that the amount of transverse reinforcement bo: d~crl:asl-d
linearly as the concrete strength decreases.
2.3 Properties of lightweight aggregate concrete.
2.3.1 General
With increased use of strueturallightweighl aggregate concrele during the 1950·s.
more emphasis \\'1lS being placed on recommendations for struclural design. including
methods for consideration of shear in beams and frames. ACI Committee 113, Properties
of Lightweight Aggregate Concrete, was organized in [946 and assumed the
responsibility for code developmenl5 "ith regards to the ~ of strnclUral lightweight
concrete. Strnclural lightweight concrete is generally considered 10 be concrete with
compressive strength in excess of 17.5 MPa and unil weight of 1950 kglro) or less (18).
However. in recent decades. high strength lighlweighl aggregate concrete (HSlW) has
gained popularity. especially among those designers who strive to design and construct
struclures from concrete Ihal would traditionally be built in structural stee!. such as long
span bridges and floating oil platfonns.
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With Ihis increased usc of HSl\\. concrele. it is of the utmost importance th.lt we
understand the mechanical propenies of HSL W concrele. The remaining sections of this
chapler summarize the available research with respeci 10 the mechanical propenies of
HSlW concrete. jI,'lore specifically il ~ill introduce W current state of knowledge as
proposed by the Eurocode (19) forconcrele SlrUClures referred to ~afteras EC-2. The
inlenlion is for the EC·2 (19) draft to become the standard for the design of structures 10
be used throughout Europe by 2003.
2.3.2 Stress-strain behavior in uniaxial compression
High strength lightweight concrete exhibits significantly different propenies from
that of normal-strength lightweight and of high-strength normal weight concrete as
reponed by Maninu el aI. (20,. Typical :l.'(ial stress-strain relationship for moist-clJtCd
lightweight concrete is shO\\ll in Figure 2.1. II was sho~ll that as the stre1gth of
lightweight concrete incre~s. the stress-strain curves become steeper and the stress stain
relationship is nearly linear. The stress strain characteristics as reponed by Hoff (21 J are
shown in Fig 2.2. The beha\'ior shown is 1~'Pical (or HSLW concrete where the initial
slope is reduced compared with normal weight concrelc. Also. the steep and limited
descending portion is indicative of the low post cracking ductility of HSlW concrele.
The maximum permissible strain as per the ACI 318 (22) code is 0.003. which is in
agreement with the reviewed research.
"
2.3.3 Modulus of elasricil)'
Resea:t:h has shO\\"Jl th~ modulus of ~Iasticity for ligtuwdght concreh~ t('O bo: lower
than that of nonnal w~ight eoncret~. At 40 perc~nt of ullintate stress the values of
modulus of elasticity rang~d from 18 !O 30 GPa for concretes having compn:ssin'
strengths ranging from 55 to 8:l MPa (18. 19 & :lOl. The type of aggregates as well as
aggregate volume and stiffneiS have a large ~rrect on both the comprcssi\'c strength and
modulus of elasticity of lightweight concret~. The ACI 318 C:ll code expression for
predicting the modulus of elasticity for lightw~ight concretes \\;th compressi\'e strengths
less than ~ I MPa overestimates the modulus of elasticity for lightwei\1.ht concrete ~ith
compressive strengths exceeding 41 MPa. The cunent state of knowledge as presented in
the EC·2 report (19) states that the ffi3lerial properties oflightwcight aggregate concrete
can be derived using conversion factors applied to the properties of nomtal weight
concrete.
Martinez et aL (20) proposed an equation that bener fit the experimental data for
most densities of lightweight concrete.
Eo '"' (3320 ,'f~ + 69(0) {w.f.!3201 1 ~ MP, (2.1)
where Wo: is the unit weight of the concrete in kgfm1
For nonnal weight concrete (w, ~ 2320 kgfm1 ) wilh
21 <f,<83MPa
and for lightweight concrete l 1440 < \\', < 2320 kglm;, with
"
21 <f,;<6:!MPa
This was confinncd by Hoff (21) who ~poned that thl: ACI equation
o\,erestlm:ned the modulus of el3Slicity in the range of9 to 30 percent, whik ~uation 2·1
produced a modulus elasticity values to within 5 percent of the experimenlal dala, Zhang
and Gjo,,' (23 l proposed another equation for calculating the modulus of elasticily b~d
on the square of the cube compressi,'e strength as follows:
Ec ., 1.19 Fao~ . where Fe. - cube compressi\'e strength
2.3.4 Poisson's Ratio
(2.2)
Poisson's ratio is the ratio oflhe trans"erse strain to the axial strain under unifonn
a.-.:ial stress. Martinez et al. (20) used the ASTM procedures to delenninc the \'alu..::s for
Poisson's ralio from 100 mm x 204 mm lightweighl concrete cylinder teslS. Y..'hile all
specimens had a compressive strength of 62 !vIPa.. the values of Poisson'S ratio "aried
slightly depending on curing method. ranging from 0.13 to O.2~ for moi$l<umf concrete.
and 0.15 10 0.26 for ~'-eurcd concrete. Hoff (211 reponed :t diffe~nl lrend for concrete
in me 55 to n MPa range. The \·aJue of Poisson's ratio decreased for concrete expo~
for ait drying \\oith values in the range of 0.21 10 0.23 fot moist-eured and 0.16 to 0.17
when the concrete was exposed fOt addilional air drying, The average value of Poisson's
ratio was detennined 0.20 regardless of compressi"e strength. curing conditions and age
of lightweight concrele b~' Martinez el aI. (20). Shilder (2S) and Carrasquillo et al. (26).
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2.3.5 Teasile Splitting Streagth
Traditionally. the tensile splining strength for lightw~ighl concrete is ~xpresscd as
a coefficient times the square root of the compressive strength. Maninez (~O I reported
values for tensile splining slrrngth of lightweighl concrele. For bolh moisl-Cured and d~-.
cured.. the small coefficienls tend 10 apply 10 Ute higher S1rmgth concretes. while the
larger ones apply to those oflower strength. The recommended "alue for tensile spliuing
strength is laken as:
(2.3)
This proposed expression is consislent with the ACI 318122) expression. HofT(~ll
reported \·a1ucs for !he tensile splining strength (fIJI) of semi <sand) lighw..eight concrete
rnat ranged from O.43'Jf. to O..l9..Jf, MPa or greater for moist-cured concrele for
compressive strengths ranging from 55 to n ~'IPa. Most of Ihe researchers 3grtt:d that
the effects of d~·ing have a great influence on the "alue of the splitting lensile strength.
Other investigators (18. 22_ :!5) reported values of fIJI that ranged from OANr~ to O.6..Jrc
MPa for comprcssi\'c strengths in the range of 53 to 100 MPa.
2.3.6 Modulus of Rupture
Many resean::hers(:!O.:!1. 13. "2.7. 28) ha\-e investigllled the modulus of rupture f,
of light\\ocight concrete and ha\-e detennincd the values (0 be in the range of O_Hrc 10
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0.S4vf. MPa for dry-curcd concrctc and from 0.5 Iv'fc 10 0.91'; f. MPa for moist-eured
concrCIC. It was concludcd from this rescarch mat curing conditions ha\-e an dlttt on thc
values of modulus of rupture. Maninezct al. (20) reported !hat Ihc ACI 318 t:!:!1 \-alue of
0.46v f c MPao\"crestimates Ihc \-alucof!hc modulus of rupture and Ihat 0.35 vf. MPa is
a more accuratc value for dr:··cured lightweight concrcte:. However. the ACl 318 (~:!I
expression can be: used 10 predici !he modulus of ruplurc of moisH:ured high strength
lighlweight ag~g.ate concrc:te.
2.3.7 Direct Tension Strength
Fig. 2.3 shows a comparison belween the descending. br.mches in leosion lor
normal wcight concrete and lighl\'{eight concrele. The graphs indicate that a considerable
part of fracture energy is consumed at relali\'ely high stress levels for lightm:ight
aggregate. whilc for normal wcight concrete a significant 3ffiOum of energy is consumed
at low stress and relatively large crack \\;dths. This may explain why lightweight
concrele sometimes behaves ";Ih more ductilily Ihan would be: expected. Markeset atid
Hansen (29) reported a sludy of the tension properties of lightweight concrete in which
lhe lightweight aggregate concrc:tc \\'ll!; found to be considerably more briulc than nol'lT131
weight concrete. In spite of these results. the ralio ofOexural strength to tcnsile strength
for lighlWeighl concrete was taken to be similar 10 that of normal weight concretc.
2.3.8 Unit Weigh I
The unil weighl of lightweight aggregate concrete \\lth compressi\"l~ strength in
excess of 4$ MPa.. ran~ from 1600 kgfm1lo 1000 kglmJ • This unit weighl rcpn:5C'nl.S a
weight reduction of 15 [0 30 percent compared 10 normal weight concrete of lhe: same:
compressive strength.
2.3.9 Sirength Gain ~'ith Age
An altractive property of high strength lighlweight aggrq;ah: concrete is that it
obtains 91 % of the 18 day strength in 7 days (11). While the initial Slrength gain in high
strength concrete is more than normal weight the difference in strength gain becomes
negligible at later ages (20). Fig 2.4 shows the a\'erage rale of strength de\'e!opment for
lightweight concretes for test data.. Y.fhile higher temperatum often improves the 7 da)'
strength it appears to cause a reduction in the 18 day strength as compared to samples not
subjected to high temperatures during the initial curing period. It is noted in the EC·2
(19) repon thai the increase in strength after 18 days is less for lightweight concrele than
normal weight concrete. Another European Union report (30, reponed thai for
lighlweight concrete the sustained loading effcct is more pronounced than for nonnal
aggregate concrete
"
2.3.10 Creep
Hoff (21) reponed tesl results on high strength lightweight conc~".. according to
the ASTM C-512 (311. The obscn'cd creep strain ranged from 0.228 to OA35 at 90 days.
under com~sive stress of 6.9 MPa at 22.SOC. As .....ith normal density concretes. lhe
rate of creep "-as observed 10 dec~ "ith time. The creep slnl.in oflhe higher strength
conc~te was less than thaI for the concrete of lesser strength. Leming (18) repon<:<i an
a"erage value of specific creep at one year to be 0.24 microstrain'psi for high str.:ngth
light\l.-eight concrete. slightly highn" than that of the nonnal weight concret.:. The
specific creep of high strength lightweight concret.: was found to be within the mog.: of
values provided for structUr:l1 design by ACt Committee 209. Shideler i::51 has Tl:poned
ultimate creep microstraiRipsi to be 0.545 for 48 MPa concrete and 0.52 microstr:linfpsi
for 62 MPa lighty,-eight conc~te.
The EC·2 ~pon (19) Stales thaI the creep c~fTicicnt ,. can be assumed to be:
equal to the value of normal density concrete multiplied by a factor equal to:
(pI2400)2 when p> 1800 kglm.i llttd
l.3 (pI2400)2 when p< 1500 kgfmJ
11.4)
(2.;)
For intennediate "alues of p, lincar interpolation rna)' be used. While this EC-2 (19)
repon along \l.ith other standards including the: Norwegian (NS3473J. bpanese (JSCE).
"
and Gennan Code (DfN..CI9). 311 gi\'e similar IOnnulations. Work by Kordina (3~, and
Ne\'i1le 03) casl doubts on the co~tness of the st3tement that crt.~p of light weight
concrete is smaller than thai of nonnal weight concrete. Kordina 13~) suggests that c~p
is a function of cement paste and n011he aggregale. This would mean th:u lighlweighl 3nd
nonnal dcnsilY concrete of !he same paste compositions should na\'e the same creep.
Neville (33).. on the other hand. distinguishes between Ihe p3Sle and :Iggn:gate as tW(\
load-carrying componentS. Since most lightweight aggregates have a lower stiffness than
DOnnal weigl'll aggregates. the paste \\;11 cart)· more streSs and hen«. the creep should be
higher in lighlweight aggreg3le concrete.
2.3.11 Shrinkage
Bilodeau el al. 1~7} reponed \':ducs of loLa! drying shrinkage sU'ain. 3fter ~8 days
of drying. for concrete u;th compressive stmlgth between ~6 and 7~ i\·tPa.. 10 range from
518 to 667 microslrain. The lotal weight loss of the concrete after 448 d.1ys of air-drying
ranged from 1.5310 SAl percent. Hoff(21) reported thai the concretes from the mixture
conwning silica fume experienced less shrinkage than those containing fl~' ash and slag.
Fig. 2.5 sho....'S the drying shrinkage \'~us age for the three mineral admixtuus. Shideler
(25) reponed one-year shrinkage values of545 and 512 microsuain for ~8 MPa and 62
MPa concrete strength respectively.
The EC·:! repon (19) separates shrinkage into two pans: dr:-ing shrinkal!e and
autogeneous shrinkage as represented in the fannulas for final shrinkage strain:
(2.6)
where:
Ec.= final shrinkage stmin
Ec4 = d~'ing sltrinkage strain
Eu • autogeneous shrinkage
The dl1-ing shrinkage values for ligJllweighl concrete can be obuined by muhiplying th~
\lllues for normal density concrete with a factor t'h defined by:
LCI:Y15toLC.'20 rh=1.j
LC2ot:!5 and higher 1'1:; - I_~
(2.7)
(2.8)
where LCI2I15 is the way mat the difTereni strength d3S~ are delin....d. Th~ LC means
lightweight concrete. the first number is the characteristic cylinder strength and the
second is for the characteristic cube strength_
The ~utogeneous shrinkage for Lightweight Aggregate Concrete (LWAC, is not
dearly defined. but it will be considerably reduced if the aggregate is fully or panially
saturated ....ith .....ater. As this is usually the case for l WAC. the autogeneous shrinkage of
LWAC is neglected_ Fwthennore the contribution of aUlOgeneous shrinkage decreases
considerably with increased concrete strength.
"
2.3.12 Freae and Tha""
HolT (21) reponed the test results for the f~zing and tha\\ing of concrele
according to the ASTM C-666 Procedure A. for high strength lightwdght concret!."
specimens. Fig. 2.6 sho.....s the values of the relative dynamic modulus for thro:e diff~r~nt
mixes using silica fume. ny ash. and slag having compressive strength 56. 62 and 73 MPa
respectively. In general. all of these concretes exhibited excellent performance.
2.3.13 Tlilermal Properties
HolT (21) reponed on the thennal propenies of high strength lightweight concrete
including thennal expansion. thennal conductivity. specific heat and thl."rtnal dimJsi\·ity.
The study indicated that the result obtained for high strength liyhtwcigllt concrete is
fa\'orably comparable to those of other concrete of similar densities. The EC·2 repon (19)
uses the same coefficient of thermal expansion for both normal density and lightweight
2.3.14 Temperature Development
HolT (21) reponed the results of a study of temperature development due to
hydration. The maximum temperature rise in large sections of concrete made with high
strength Iight....-eight aggregate varied from 56 to 63 ·C. Significant thermal gradients
were de"e!oped in the concrete due to the bener isolation characteristics of thl:
lightweight aggregates. The use of mineral admixtures did not significantly influence the
temperature regime. Peak temperatures were delayed only ~ to 8 hours \\;th those
materials.
2.3.15 Permeability
Zhang and Gjorv (23) reponed that the permeability of high strength lightweight
concrete of compressive strength 50 10 100 MPa appears to be vcry lo\\". but it might be:
higher than that of normal \\"eight coocrete at a similar strength level. The use 01 natur.ll
sand instead of lightweight sand reduced the permeability.
2.3.16 Fatigue Strength
Fatigue strength of lightweight agg.fej;ate concrete is generally smaller than
nonnal weight concrete. Howc\'er. Leming (\8) mentioned in his study tlut the high-
strength lightweight concrete could han~ improved fatigue load resistance comp;ared with
con,'entional strength. nonnal weight concrete due to impro,'ed strain compatibility.
similar elastic response. bond. and lack of blttding of high strength lightweight concrete.
Kojima et 0.1. (34) confinned that high strength lightweight concrete had similar fatigue
characteristics 10 normal weight concrete both in air and undel"A'llter conditions. Kojima
et aI. (34) also confirmed that the compressh'e fatigue strength is influernd not only by
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thc surrounding cnvironmcnt and strength of concretc but also by quality of lightweig.ht
ag.grcgate. Aggregate characteristics such ns absorption and streng.th need to Ix taken
into consideration..
2.4 Design Considerations
~ EC·:! (19) repo" also presmted guidelines for assessing the bearing capacity
of structures in the ultimatc limit states. Morc specifically il addresses the beh:l\'ior of
lightweight concrete with respect to shear and punching as lightwcight concretes arc
suppose 10 have smoother cracks than normal wcight concme. In nonnal weight
concrete the cracks propagate around the aggrcgate whereas in lightweight the crack
intersects thc aggregatc as lightwcight aggregate havc lower strength than gra\'cl
aggregate. The EC·2 (19) repon concluded for members without shear reinforccment the
shear capacity for lightweight concrete should be reduced by multiplying the shear
equation for normal density concrete by a density factor '11:
Wh'" TJ I '"' 0.40 + 0,601'12400 (2.')
and I' is the upper limit ofthc O\'cn dry dcnsity.
Also the coefficient in the shear eqwtion of EC-2 (19) should be reduced from 0.12 to
0.10 to account for thc usc oflight",-cight concretc.
In members u'ith shear reinforcement the variable inclination uuss analogy that is
used for normal weight concrete can :lIso be used for Iight",-cight concrete. including the
"
same lower limit ofrhe strul3ngle. The efficiency coefficient that is explained in Ihe EC·
:! (19) repon mUSI bt' reduced by 15% for lightweight concrete.
For members subject 10 punching shear the cOrTeSponding equation for normal
weighl concrete should bt' multiplied by the density faclor determined in Equation 1.9.
No funher modification of Ihe coefficients of Ihe equations is mjuired for lightweight
The EC·2 (\9) rcpon also suggest that the same principle be follow~ for torsion
as for shear as the allowable compressive stress for lightweight aggregate concrete is
dependent on both the density and the addilional reduction factor for prismatic struts.
Moe et al. (35) reponed that when detailing with Iighlweight ag~ate concrete
lhe minimum concrete co\'Cr mjuirements must bt' increased by 5 mm to be 50 mm for
reinforcement steel and 60mm for prestressing sleel.
Faust et aI. (6) concluded lhat me ~-pe of matrix greatly inf1~ncesme transverse
bt'haviour much more than me longitudinal behaviour. The LR of lightweight sand
results in a S!IeSS slmin relationship that is nearly linear up to failure load. However.
using natural sand resulled in large trans\'erse strains al approximately 80% of the
compressiveS!Iength.
"
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Chapter 3
Experimental Investigation on the Bond
Behavior of High Strength Lightweight
Concrete
3.\ Introduction
The review of past re~arch work presented in the previous chapter concluded that
the foIl0\\10g are [he main factors in detennining the bond characteristics of a defonned
bars emDedded in concrete: Ihe effect of load hislory. confining reinforcement. rebar
diameter. conc~e strength. rebar spacing and rate of pull out. While other factors such
as amount of concrete co\"er. ag~ale size. reinforcement coatings and casting position
can affect the bond smngth it was nOI included in w scope of work for this thesis.
The remaining $ttlions of this chapter ....ill provide an overview of the materials
used in the construction of the test specimens. the configwation of the lest specimens. the
test setup. including instrumentation and data acquisition. as well as the expcrimcmal lest
program.
"
3.2 Malerials
Q\."er the past couple of decades many researchers includjn~ Marzouk and Ctttn
(38). Manouk and Dajui (39). Marzouk and Hussein (40). Malhotr.!. et al. (41) and HolT
(42 & 4) ha\'c made significant contributions to the material characteristics of high
strength concn:te. The malerial seleclion is extremely important if onc is to take full
ad,"antage of its beneficial anribures such as resisulncc to f~zing ;lnd ilia",,;ng. chloride
ion per\(:tration and increased durabiliry as il is commonly exposed to h~h and
aggressive environments such as chemicals and salt water.
lbe concrete mix design used in dt.is experimental program was developed by
Osman and Marzouk (44) during their work on the behavior ofHSLW concrele flat slabs
under statle and cyclic loading. The proportions to produce 1.0 mJ of HSL\\' concrete for
the experimenlai portion of this~h arc shololon in Table 3. L
The entire test spedmens were constructed using Nonna! Portland Type 10 cement
as produced by North Star Cement in Ne\.\'foundland. Mineral admixtures such as silica
fume playa key role in the de\'clopment of high strength concrete.~ silica fwne ustd
in these test specimens had a sp:cific gravity of 1.34 and a surface area of 200000
cm2/gm, which is approximately SO times finer than Ponland cement. It is this fineness
that results in more surface area for cement hydration and produces a much denser
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microstruclUTe and higher strength concrete. However. the use of silica fume increases
the demand for water in fresh concrete.
The increased demand for "-ater is offset by the use of chemical admixtures such as
Superplaslizers and v..-aler reducing retarders. The su~rplastizers significanlly reduce the
amount of v..-ater required and increases the slwnp while the retarder extends the initial SCI
period to allow adequate time for placement. To maintlin the water cement ratio ofO.::!:9.
su~rpJaslizer (Eucon 37). and retarder (TCDA Type OX). supplied by Euclid Admixlure
Canada Inc.. were added to the mix in !he amounts shown in Table 3.1.
The shape and coarsc:ness of the fine aggregate determine the amount of absorption
and therefore affect the amounl of v..-ater required in a gi\'en mix design. Fincr sands
have more swface area. and therefore more absorption for a given weight of malerial. The
sand used in the mix was natural river sand thai was obtained locally. The specific gravity
of the sand was 2.73 and absorption ofO.4:zeA..
The qualiry of the coarse aggregate greally influences the quality and strength of the
concrele. The strength of the aggregate. the adhesion ofcemenl paste to the aggrtgate and
the absorption characteristics are very imponant in the mix design. The coarse aggregate
for this experiment consisted of a lightweight aggrtgate that was imponed from North
Carolina.. USA under the U'ade name Stalite. It consists of a rotary kiln dried high quality
slate. The ma.'l(imum size of this lightweight aggregate \lo'llS 19 mm with a specific gravity
of 1.45 and a dry densi[)' of960 kglmJ •
1I
The bar sizes used in the experiment was 25 mm and 35 mm. These bars along with
the 10 mm stirrups were supplied from a local company and conformed to CSA Grade
400.
The mixing ....ater for me specimens was from the municipal water supply for the
Ci~' OfSI. John·s. The walerttment ratio for all batches was 0.30.
The concrele was batched over a two-day period using the 0.1 mJ capacity drum
mixer. Two cylinders were taken from the first da~' and one cylinder from the second da~·.
These cylinders. along with the lest specimens.....~re covemi in polyethylene: and moisl
cured for 28 days.
3.3 Test Specimen.
The experimental program consisted of casting 36 specimens each for the IWO bar
sizes. 25mm and 35mm rebar. To faciliuue a comparison Detween the test results and the
previous won.:: done on high strength normal weight and nonnal strength normal strength
concrete. the size of the specimen was the same as that used by Alavi-Fard and Marzouk
(37), who modeled their setup after work by Eligehausen et al. (45) on normal strength
"
All of the specimens had a depth of250 mm. however. the length and thickness of
the specimens .....ere a l'w1ction or the bar diamekr as indicated in Figure 3.1 and Table
3.2. The length of each specimen "'as set at 15 dt. while the thickness \'aried from 5 dt. to
7<\,.
The horizontal casting position was chosen for all specimens with the bars
positioned in the middle of the concrete seclion. The observed bond strength was
expected 10 be superior to thai of tOp or boltom placed bars. A 38 mm concrete \·ibrator
was used to vibrate the concrete.
In efforts to ensure that the load to cause pullout of the embedded bar was less
than the u1timak tensile Slrength of the bar. the bond length for each ofthc two bar sizes
was 100 nun. This bond length was chosen 10 be consiSlCflI "ith lhe work of Alavi - Fard
and Marzouk (37) and was intended to be representative of the bond mess. However.
100 nun proved to be sufficient bond length to develop the ultimate capacity of lhe
threaded sections of some of the 25 nun specimens. l11e remaining sections of bar were
covered "ith a PVC pipe with the ends of the pipes covered with plastic to prevent any
concrete from entering the pipe slu\'es. effectivel)' increasing the bond length.
Special care had to be taken 10 prevent the movement of the pipe sleeves during
concrete placemenL resulting in an increase or decrease in bond length. By ensuring that
!he combined length of the Woo pipe sleeves used to cover the bar equaled the total length
of the concrete specimen the aclUal bond length could be easily controlled. The 10lal
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projection of the pipes from each end of the specimen equaled the actual bond length
within each specimen. Figure 3.[ and Table 3.2 show the measurements used to calculate
the actual bond length for each specimen that was Iested.
3.3.1 Strain Gauges
Five samples of each bar size had elecuic strain gauges both anached 10 the bar
and embedded in the concrete. The strain gauges .....ere attached 10 a prepared seetion of
Ihe bar Ihat was embedded in concrete. Preparing the section of bar involved grinding
smooth approKimatel}' 30 nun length of bar. The surface y,'as then hand sanded using
progressively finer sand paper. The surface was cleaned using an etching solulion to
eosw-e good contae:t with the bar and the strain gauge was secw-ed to the bar using an
adhesive tape. To ensW"e the strain gauge did not ~come damaged during concrete
placement it was covered y,ith a waterproofing product known as M-coal and 5eCw-eI}'
wrapped in electrical tape. The most famrable method to meastue bond strain im'oh'ed
attaching the strain gauge to precast blocks as per FigW't' 3.2. These precast blocks......ith
the strain gauges attached. were placed adjacent 10 the bar and held temporarily in place
using tie wire. The photograph in Figure 3.3 shoy,lS the placement of both types of strain
gauges. The photographs in Figures 3.4 10 3.7 show the various Stages of specimen
construction.
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3.4 Selection ofTesl Set-up
A structural SI~I frame at lbc structures lab of Memorial Un.iversi~· of
Ne....foundland was used for the experimental programs. The frame was designed.
fabricated and erttled as part of previous ex~ntalwork al the Suuctures Laboratory
at Memorial University of Newfoundland on high strength nonnaJ ....-eight concrete.
3.4.1 Test Set Up
The testing frame consisted of two vertical W-shaped Sled columns cOMecled
near the lOp by t\I.'O stttl channels bolted to the colwnns. The bases of the colwnns were
bolted to the stroetw11l floor of the laboratory. The dimensions and configuration of the
test frame is sho....n in FigW'C 3.8. Figure 3.9 sho",,-s a photograph of the lesl set up. 1I ....'aS
equipped ",ilh an electro-hydraulically contrOlled testing actuator capable of applying
loads of.! 690 kN (ISO kips).
The instrumentation for the lest setup is sho\m in schematic (onnat in Figure 3.10
and in the photograph of 3.11. It essentially consists of an actuator with a load cdl
anached to measure the load being applied. The movement at the loaded end of the bar
was measured using the linear variable differential transducer (LVDT) built into the
actuator. whereas the movement at the free end of the bat was measured using a linear
J>
potential differential transducer (LPOn which was mowlIoo externally using a magnetic
mounting apparatus.
The load being applied and the corresponding displacements. along with the
strain gauge readings. were continuously scanned and recorded by Lhe data acquisition
system in addition to being displayed on the monitor.
Each one of the bars used in consuucling the specimens has a standard coarse
thread on one end ofthc bar. This ....'aS the means by which the specimen was connected
10 the yoke of the ram of the actuator.
3.5 Experimental Test Program
An overview of the test program for each of the two bar sizes lested is outlined in
Table j.J. The tests ....-ere subdivided into four categories for each bar size as follows:
MonOionic Load in Tension
Monotonic Load in Compression
Rate of Pullout for Monotonic Load
Rate of Loading for C)"C1ic Load
J6
3.5.1 Monotonic Load in Tension
Under the: monotonic load in tension series. the bars \\'efe loaded in tmsion by
SC'Curing the ~'oke of the ram to the bar using a plate and nut. The specimen was
preloaded 10 ensure proper seating ohhe specimen against the bearing plale. The LVDT
"'as anac:hed to the end of the bar protruding from the bottom of the specimen and the
initial LVOT reading was recorded. The tensile load was stroke controlled and applied at
a Slandard rate of 1.50 mmfmin. The test was lenninaled after the load peaked and
descended to near zero. in some cases the 100 mm bond length was sufficient to develop
the uJtimate capacity of the threaded section of the 25 nun bar.; and the bars broke on the
ascending ponion of the loading sequence.
3.5.2 Monotonic Load in Compression
The monOlonic load in compression test Yo"3.5 vcr)' similar to the tension test
excepl thai the ram pushed on the bar with the bottom surface of the specimen bearing
against a bottom plate. The specimen was preloaded to ensure proper seating and the
initial reading on the LYOT anached to the lower end of the bar ...."3.5 recorded. The
compressive load was applied al the standard rate of 1.50 mmlmin and the IeSI was
terminated after the load peaked and descended to near zero. Some of the t1maded ends
of the bars had to be shortened to prevent premature buckling of the bar.; under
compr-ession.
"
3.5.3 Rate of Loading
1k third series of testS. involved the same lest setup as monolonic load in
lension. hul varied. the rale al which the Icnsion load Vt'aS applied. In addition to testing
the standard 1.50 mmlmin loading rate. the loading rate was increased 50 limes to 70
mmlmin and decreased 10 times to 0.150 mmlmin. While the test using the 70 mmlmin·
loading rate only lasted a few seconds. lesling at 0.150 mmlmin 1001.: several hours 10
complete.
3.5.4 Cyclic Loading
The lasl group of tests involved cyclic testing using the thr~ stages of 103ding
described abovc. It was important 10 position the specimen such Ihat the testing ram did
not run out of stroke during the cyclic testing. 1M bottom plate was raised and the top
plate was adjusted do\\.1I 10 clamp the specimen ~w~n Ihe tOP and bottom plates using
the nuts on the four vertical support bars. The cycles were governed by setting the slrok-e
control function to ! 3.75 mm for the firsl 10 C)'Cles and! 7.50 rom for the last five
cycles.
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Chapter 4
Reporting of Experimental Results
4.1 Introduction
In efforts to help us understand the bond behavior of deformed reinforcing bars in
high strength lightweight (HSLW) a series of experiments were performed on 15 mm and
35 nun deformed reinforcing bars embedded in HSLW concrete. The analytical results
and obserntions of the 70 specimens tesled under tension. compression. and various
rates of loading as well as cyclic loading are documented throughout this chapter.
4.2 Concrete Properties
The compressi\"c strength of the HSLW concrete used in this experiment was
determined as per ASTM C39 (46) 10 be 83.1 MPa. The lest was based on three 150 nun
diameter cylinder tests as recorded in Table 4.1. Similarly the average unit weight was
measured to be 1810 kglmJ. Other properties of lhe concrete such as the modulus of
elasticity, splitting tensile strength and modulus of rupture were determined as pan of
other research work at Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN) for the same mix
design and are described below.
"
4.2.1 Modulus of Elastici~'
Th~ \'alu~ for the modulus of elasticity. Ec. was determined as p.:r ASTM C46Q
(47)10 be in the rang~ of26.0 10 27.5 GPa. The modulus of elasticity 'or HSL W concn.'1e
IS 10WCT tnan thaI of tugh strength normal w~ight concrele but hig.her than normal
strength lightweight concrete.
4.2.2 Splitting Tensile Strength
Th~ value of th~ spillting t~nsile strength was d~t~rmined as peor ASTM C4%
(48). The indirett tension t~st was used 10 determine the values of the splitting tensile
strength for moist cured HSL\A" concrete. The values ranged from 5.71/ f c to 7.3..J r" (l).S
.Units) for the high strength lightweight mix design.
4.2.3 Modulus of Rupture
The modulus of rupture for mix design was determined using lhe llutt point
loading test as outlined in ASTM C293 (49). The modulus of rupture was determined to
be 5.70 MPa 'hith a ratio off.!"'" f," 8 (U.S. Units).
"
4.3 Test Resulls and Obsen'ations
The instrumentation selup allowed for the measurement of the movement in the free
end oflhe bar by using an external linear Potential Differential Transducer ILPDTI and
the loaded end Wough the use of a linear Variable Differential Tr.lnsducer IL,'Of, built
into the actuator. The net slip of the bat embtdded in concrete """as dClennin~ b~'
subtracting the bar elongation from the l vor reading. This slip was plou.:d 3gainsl the
corresponding bond SlreSS 10 generale: the bond stress \'s. slip relationship for th\.' bond
behavior for HSlW concrete. A typical stress versus slip curve for:!5 mm and 35 mm
defonned reinforcing bar.; embedded in HSL\\,' concrete is sho\\T1 in Figures 4.1 and 4.~
respectively.
These bond stress versus slip CUf'\'es show thaI the ioilia!. nearly linear. 3SCending
ponion of the curve represents approximately 7% to 8% of the 10lal slip. This coincidt::s
...:ith previous work by Hoff (21) on high strength lighlweighl concrt::te. which showed
thallhe slope on the inilialasccnding portion oflhe ClU'\·e is sleeper and more linear than
that of nonnal suength concrete, Upon reaching !he uhimale load there is a sharp
descending ponion 10 approximately -'0-4 of the ma;-.;imum Stress ,.due showini; that !he
concrete is now cracked. The etTcclS of friction and mechanical interlock now engage
and the load decreases more gradually for the remaining ponion of the curve. Tht:: slip
continues to incre~ indicating funher crushing of me concrele until the bar can no
longer \\.i.thstand any load, The bond energy. taken 10 be the area under the ClU'\'e. is less
"
for high strength lighlweight concrete !han it is for high strenglh normal weight concrele.
Wnile the initial portions of the stress strain cw'\'c are \'e~- similar. the d«:reascd shear
strength of the lightweight aggttgatc as compared \\;th nonnal weig.ht aggrq;alc tends 10
lower the cW'\'c: in its final stages !.hereby decreasing the area under the curve.
4.4 EfTect of Loading History
4.4.1 MODOtODk in Tension
A total of I....~nty samples wete tested in tcnsion at the stand:u"d 1000ing rate of 1.50
mm/min. nine samples using ::!; mm bar and eleven samples using 3; mm bar. The
ma.'l:imum applied load and slip in the bar were recorded in the data acquisilion system.
The ma;<imum load. along with the calculated bond stress and slip are tabulated in Table
4.~ and 4.4 for 2; mm and 35 mm bar respec[ivd~·. FigUtt 4.3 shows a comparison of
the bond streSS versus slip for ::!; mm and 3; mm deformed reinforcement under
mOnolonic loading in tension. 1be graph indicates that the maximum bond stress for a 3;
mm bar is lower than !.he nu:<imum bond stress for a 2; mm bar.
The ma.'l:imum slip for HSL v.... concrete can be approximated to be five limes the
slip corresponding to !.he ma.-.:imum load. The measured strain in the 25 mm rebar as
recorded from me strain gaugc is shown in Figure 4.4. Similarly the measured strain in
the 3S mm rebar and me surrounding concrete as f'ttorded from the strain gauges is
"
shown in Figures ·U 3nd 4.6. The curve shows an increase in Sled strain as the load
increases and a decrease in steel strain once the prim~' crack dc\·elops:1.I~ descending
ponionofthecW'\'e.
The bond Stress versus slip curves for samples of each bar size ~\ith and \\ithout
strain gaug.es were ploltN in Figures 4.7 and ~.8. From these graphs it can be Sho\\T1 tilat
the Tna.'Cimum bond stress for 15 mm bar containing strain gauges is less than lor samples
without strain gauges. This behavior can be :mributed to the removal of bar deformations
tor approximately 50% of the bond length to accommodate placement of the strain
gaug~. However. this does not appear to be the case for the 35 mm bar. Placing the strain
gauge on the 3.5 mm bar does not seem to affect the ultimate oond stress, This may be
anribUtN to the size affect of placing the same size strain gauge on a larger b3r.
4.4.2 Monotonic in Compression
A 10tal of twenty tWO specimens were tested in compression at tho: standard
loading rate of 1..50 mlTllmin. len samples using ~5 mm bar and twdve samples using 35
mm bar. The ma.'Cimum applied load and slip in the bar were rttorded in the d31a
acquisition syStem. The ma.'(imum load. along with the calculated ma.'(imum bond stress
and slip are tabulated in Table 4,2 and 4.3 for 25 mm and 3.5 mm bar respectively.
Typical stress versus slip cun'c for the monolonic in compression tests is shown in Figure
4.9 and 4.10 for 25 mm bar and 3.5 mm bar respectively, Figure 4.11 shows a
"
comparison of ~ bond Slress versus slip curves for :!5 mm and 35 mm deiOrmcd
reinforcement under monotonic loading in compression. The gr.1ph indicat~ that the
maximum bond stress for a :!5 mm bar is ~ater than for a 35 mm bar. Figure ·U~ 3nd
....13 compares die pullout tension test to the push-in compression test for.:!5 mm and]5
mm. respeetively. lbe slope for the ascending panion of the compression t~t is higho:r
than that of the tension test indicating that die bond strength is great~r in compression
than it is in tension for a gi\'en bar size. The maximum slip under compression is
approximately five times the p<ak load slip. howe\'er when compared to th~ ma.... imum
slip under tension. the maximum slip under compression is approximatdy 500'0 the slip
under tension. This is due to the cracks opening under tension. thereby resuhing in more
slip under tension. As a result the area under die curve is less for a bar in compression
versus tension indicating that the bond energy is less under compression.
4.5 Effect of Rale of Loading
The rate at which the load is applied \lias believed to ha\'e a significant effect on lhe
maximum bond stress. One sample was tested in tension for each bar size at thre.:
loading rates: the standard load rate (1.50 mmlmin). fifty limes greater than the standard
rate ( 75 mmlmin) and ten times less than the standard rate (0.15 mm/min). The test
results for the various loading rates are ploued in Figures 4.1-1 and Figure 4.15 for bar
sizes 25 mm and JS mm. respectively.
..
For the 15 nun specimens. inc~asiI1g the rate iU which the load was applied docs
not appear to have a direct affect on the ma:'(imum bond Stress. Tbc ascending portion of
the curves for each loading rate is nearly identical followed by a st~p descending ponion
after the ma;'(imum bond St~SS """35 achieved.
However. for the 3; mm specimen. the~ does appear to be a trend that is diro:ctl~
related to the rate of loading. The lower the loading rate. the steeper the ascending.
ponion of the cUJ'\'e. but the ma.'(imum bond stress is less. With the limited numb..-r of
specimens tested in this calegor~y. it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the atli:ct
of loading rate on the maximum bond capacity,
4.6 Elfect of Cyclic Loading
The effect of cyclic loading on the ~inforcement in concrete structures is to
gradually reduce the bond and to extend the yielding of the bar to \\ithin the development
length ~gion. This effecth'ely reduces the amount of development length available to
develop the ~ield strength of the bar ~lting in pullout of the reinforcement, The lad:
of research data \\ith regards to the bond behavior of HSLW conc~te under cyclic
loading olien leads to over design and the inefficient use of HSLW concrete,
One sample was tested under cyclic loading for each bar size subjected to the
three loading rates of U mm/min. 75 mmfmin and 0.1; mmlmin. Tbc loading history
"
""'as displac~m~nt controlled ""ith the first ten cycles set at:!: 3.75 mm and th~ remaining
fh·~ cycles set at :!: 7.s0 mm. Th~ first I~vel of =3.75 mm was set such thai the initial
response of th~ bol'ld strength could be studied ....ithoul sev~ damage to the bond
suength.. while the second I~\'el of ±7.50 mm ""'as selected 10 be close to the maximum
slip associated with the ma."imum bond stress.
Th~ bond behavior und~r cyclic loading for 25 mm and 35 mm rcinforcem~nt is
tabulated in Tabl~ 4.4 and 4.5 and sho....n in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 respectively. It can be
seen from th~se plots that th~ bond is not severely damaged during the first stage of
cyclic loading, whil~ increasing the displacement in the second stage of loading causes a
rnpid deteriorntion of bond strength.
The bond behavior ofHSLW concret~ UJ\I:kr cyclic loading can be summarized as
follows: During the initial loading stages of :t...3.75 nunlmin. there ....'aS 001 a significant
mfuction in the maximum bond stress. Th~ firs! cycle at :to7.50 mmfmin saw a significam
reduction in the maximwn bond stress. This is due 10 the slip that takes plac~
immedialely aft~r the bond is broken and before the ribs of the reinforcement reseat on
the concrete. Th~ amount of slip depends on the amount of micro-cracking and inelastic
defonnation in the vicinity of the ribs. The bond stress continues to d~teriorat~ mor~
gradually due 10 friclional forc~s and aggugat~ imerlock. Lastly, the bond stress
decreases to a minimum as th~ effects of the frictional forces and aggregate interlock
diminish. As a result of the cracks opening under I~nsion, the slip is greater in tension
than compression.
The rate of loading was increased by 50 limes to 75 mm/min and decreased by 10
times to 0.15 mmlmin for both the 25 nun and 35 nun bars. The data indicated that
varying the rate of loading does not have a significant influence on the bond capacity of
defonned reinforcement bars subjecled 10 cyclic loading.
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Chapter 5
Discussion of Results
S.O Introduction
With the results formally tabulated in Chapter 4 the next step is 10 analyze the
resulLS ""ilh respect to ho..... the results compare 10 those presented in the work of other
researchers. The ch:Jpter begins with a comparison of the mean values for bond stress
and slip from high strength lightweight concrete to that of high strength nortrl:l.1 weight
concrete for monotonic testing. The next s«tion compares the mean \-alUl:S for bond
suess and slip from high strength lightweight concrete \0 that of high suength nonnal
.....eight concrete cyclic tcsting. The third section will concentrate on comparing the test
results for HSlW 10 previous experimental bond r~arch by Esfahani and Rang:l1l (12)
and Darwin et ai. (12) and concludes with a comparison 10 the Canadian (2). American
(22) and Australian (54) design codes.
The main point of interest in this chapler is to determine if the concme density
modification faclOr specified in the codes for nonnal sr.rength lighlweight concrete is
applicable to high strength lightweight concrete. While the limiled number of specimens
and parameters tesled in lhis ihesis may nOl be sufficient to permit the proposal of a new
"
bond equation. it is a significant contribution towards the de\'c1opment of future code
equations to improve the use of HSlW concrete.
5.1 Comparison of Monotonic Test on HSLW and HSNW
Concrete.
The experimenml test setup and procedure used in this thesis was modeled after the
experimental work perfonned by Alavi·Fard and Marzouk (37) on high strength nonnal
weight concrete. This was intentional as it "115 felt that using a similar tcst setup would
allow us 10 draw direct comparisons between the bond behavior of high strength light
weight and high strength nonnal weight concrete. This section compares the effects of the
different loading parameters on the twO types of concrete. As \\115 discussed in Chapter 4.
the parameters thought fO have the most influmce on bond behavior were loading hislol)'.
rate of loading and qclic loading.
s.u Tile Effect of LoadiAg Histol)'
The mean bond stress along "lth the standard deviation and 95% confidence level
for HSlW and HSNW for specimens tested under monotonic loading in tension and
monotonic loading in compression is tabulated in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 for 25 mm and
35 mm bar respectively, For all cases of 25 mm bar in HSLW concrete. the results
indicate that we can be 95% confident that the mean bond stress will be in the range of
5.18 MPa to 5,713 MPa (5.477 ±O.296). whereas the mean bond stress for 25 mm bar in
..
HSNW concrete "ill be in the range of 5.354 MPa to 6.314 MPa (5.834 !. 0.480).
Similarly. for all cases of 35 nun bar in HSLW concrete, lhc results indicate that the
me<1ll bond StreSS "ill be in the range 5.266 MPa to 5.868 MPa (5.567 : 0.301), whereas
the me3.n bond stress for 35 mm bar in HSNW concretc \\ill be in the rangc of .u8:': MPa
to 4.832 MPa (4.507:!: 0.325).
Figures 4.1 through 4.15 show a comparison of the ultimatc bond strt"Ss vcrsus slip
for 25 nun and 35 nun bar in HSLW concrete. Similarly. Figure 5.1 is tlkcn from the
work of Ala\i- Fard and Manouk (37) sho\loing ultimatc bond StreSs \'crsus slip for 25
nun and 35 mm bar in HSNW concrete. A comp3.rison with the graphs ploned in Ch3.pter
4 suggeslthe behavior ofHSLW is \'ery similar to HSNW concrete. The results show a
n:[alh'cly sleep asccnding portion of the curve followed by a sleep descending portion
after thc ma.ximum bond stress level is anained. Albeit. the reduction in bond capacity in
the descending portion of the graphs is significantly more for HSLW th3.n for HSNW.
Alavi-Fard and Manouk (31) reponed a 30% to 40-/0 decrease in the bond~ during
the sharp descending portion of the cur'\"e for HSNW, whereas the dccrC3SC in bond stress
for the descending portion of the HSLW curve is closer 10 500/0 to ~Ii. This can be
attributed to the fact that the lighlweight aggregates do not exhibit the same aggregate
interlock characteristics of normal weight aggregate. Therefore. the load carT)'ing
capacity of HSLW concrete after the maximum load is reached is less than for HSNW.
The lre'nd of the smaller bar size having larger area under bond SIrc'sS - slip curve
is also the case the HSLW concrete. Howcver. the amount of area for the same bar size is
"
much less for HSLW due to the much greater loss of bond strength in the desc~nding
ponion of the curve. lbis uanslales into HSLW concrete being even more brinle and
having much less en~rgy absorption capacit)' than HSNW concrete.
A comparison of the results for compression test show Wt HSLW concrele exhibit
similar behavior to HSI\'W concrete. The ascending portion of the graph for compression
test is Steeper than for tension. indicating Wt the bars have more bond capacit)' in
compression than in tension. This is the sam~ behavior Alavi-Fard and Marzouk (37)
reponed for HSNW concrete.
5.1.2 The Effect of Rate of Loading
A comparison of the lest .....here the rate of loading .....as varied indicates that
increasing or decreasing the loading rate has minimal affect on the overall bond capacity
of the bar. This concurs ....ith the work on HSNW concrete (37) that indicated that
changing the rate of loading had no significant affect on the o\'erall bond capacity of the
bar. 1be only noted affect .....as a slightly steeper gradient on the ascending ponion of the
curve when the loading rate was decreased. Ho....-ever. this trend was only observed on the
J5mm bar and with such limited amount of samples it is difficult to correlate a slo....-er
loading rate with a Sleeper ascending portion of the curve. The ultimate bond stress was
not significantly affected by an increase or decrease in loading rate.
IS
5.2 Comparison of Cyclic Tesl on HSLW and HSNW
Concrete
Analysis oClhe results for the cyclic test conclude that cyclic loading does not ha'"c
a significant affect on the bond strength provided thai the ma:'{imwn cyclic displacement
is less than the peak load slip in a static test. However. once the displacement exceeds
this peak load slip lhan rapid deterioration of the bond capacity exist. This is a similar
conclusion than thai which was reponed in re~arch on HSNW concrete by Alavi-F:ud
and Marzouk (7).
By examining the bond stress - slip curves one can dctcnnine the innuenc:e of rate
of loading on the bond slrength. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show that the slope of the curve
for the initial cycles is constant. however as the amount of slip increases there is a
reduction in the slope of the curve. The failure mechanism was initiated by cracking
followed by pullout of the bar from the concrete specimen. This is very similar 10 the
failure mode ofHSNW conc~te (j7).
5.3 Comparison of Test Resulls wilh olher Researchers and
Design Codes
This section contains a comparative study of the ~sults of the tests on HSLW
conc~te with the empirical equations developed by other ~archers along with the
equations used to calculate bond stress in the Canadian. American and Austral.ian
..
co~te design codes. From this study \lo'e \loill conclude thai the concrete density
modification factors used in the design equations are too conservative for high slrength
lighlweight concrete,
5.3.1 Development ofOirrereat Bond Equations
Alavi·Fan! and Man:oul.: (j1) concluded from their work thai an equation using the
cubic root of me compressi"e strength of the concrete more accuralely represent~ the
bond stress in high strengm normal weight concrete, The complete equation as based on
me work of Alavi·Fard and Manouk (7) including modification factors for each of the
parameters tested is as follows:
where: J.l '" the bond Slres.s in high strength concrete
r< '" compressive strength of concrete
(5.1)
m '" the combined result of the influence rnl. m", rn;. 04. rns & m"
m '" 1.0 for pwposc of this sludy
m.=dfcclofloadhistory
m! .. effect ofconfinemenl reinforcement
ffil-effectofbarsize
rT4 -effect of concrete strength
ffis = effect ofhat spacing
In(, '" effcci of rale of pullout
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Esfahani and Rangan (12) reported that the Australian design code (5.,J) is
significantly more conservative than other codes and standards. For this reason the
Working Group of the Standards Australia Comrninee (55) proposed a set of design
equations to bring lhe calculated bond strength on par with other codes. The c:quations for
this section are as follows:
Austnliu Code ASJ6IO-I99'- (54)
~=~..:W.:Lr..
k, k~ It
where: ~ '"' bond strength of tensile bars
(5.2)
2a = twice the cover to the bar or the clear spacing betv..een bars
.....nich ever is less.
db = bar diamcter
k l = 1.25 for a horizontal bar with more than 300mm of concrete
cast below it and t.O for all other bars.
k~ = 1.7 for slabs. 2.2 for longitudinal bars in beams and columns a
and 2.4 for all other longitudinal bars.
It is imponant to note that the beneficial effect of trans\'e~ reinforcement is nOI taken
into consideration. Also a similar factor to k~ is not found in any of the other codes.
Proposals b,· WOrkiDC Gro_p 80/2 of Sla.duds Auslnlia Comminr-e (55)
(5.3)
where: ~ '" ultimate bond Slress for bars in tension
rc - concrele compressive Strength
Kl = 1.3 for a horizontal bar with more than 300mm of concrete
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cast below it and 1.0 for all oth~r bars.
k~ - varies between 0.7 and 1.0 and tak~s into account concret~
cover. bar diam~t~rand cltar spacing between thl: bars.
kJ .. varies between 0.7 and 1.0 and takes into account th~ ~ffet:t of
trans,·e~ reinforcement.
14 = ,·aries between 0.7 and 1.0 and takes into account the etTect of
transverse compressive pressure.
D3r\loin et al. (56) concluded that ..J f ~ does not provide an accur.ne ~presentation
of the effect of concrete strength on the bond strength. Using -.: f" results in an
underestimation of bond strength for low strength conC~te and an overestimation of bond
strength for high strength concrete. Replacing"; r. ~ith r~l/~ results in more accurate
representation of the bond strength for concrete with a compressive strength between 17
and \10 MPa. The revised equation proposed by Darwin et al. (56) is as follows:
(5.')
where: ~ .. bond stress of tension bars
fy " )·ield strength of the reinforcing bar
r~ .. compressive strength of concrete
The Am~rican Concrete Institute 318 Building Code (22) calculates the bond
strength of deformed reinforcement bars in tension as follows:
(5.5)
where: ~ .. bond stress in bars in tension
"
a" bar location factor equaJ to 1.3 for horizontal ~inforcement
with more than 300mm of fresh concrete cast belo..... the bar.
a'" 1.0 for all other casa.
IJ = coating factor of 1.5 for epoxy coated reinforcement "ith less
than 3dt, concrete cover or clear spacing of less than 6 dt,
P "" 1.2 all other epoxy coated reinforcement
IJ a 1.0 for uncoated reinforcement
j•• 1.3 for structuml low density concrete
j. ~ 1.2 for structural semi·low density concrete
j. '" 1.0 for normal density concrete .
rc '"' concrete compressive strength
It is imponant to note that due to safety concerns and IOkk of test data. the ACI Building
Code (22) h3san upper limit on the compressive strength of concrete: of70 ~Wa.
Comparison of the bt:havior of HSLW concrete can be compared to the: behavior of
NSLW concrete through using the empirical design code equations of the Canadian Code
eSA A2J.3 (2) The CWTent code places a limitation on the maximum pennissible value
of rc to be 64MPa. resulting in limited use ofconcrete "ith compressive strengths much
above this limit. Furthermore. the code also contains coefficients that are expecttd to
prO\;de the factor of safety in the factored bond resistance without the ~ of factored
material strengths used to determine the factored resistanCes for flexure. shear. a.xial
compression. etc. One such factor used in the empirical equation for de"e!opment length
is a concrete density modification factor. This factor requires that the development
length of the reinforcement be increased by a factor of 1,2 or 1.3 for semi low density and
low density concrete respectivel)'. These code modification coefficients combined ""ith
"
the upper allo ...."ble limit of rc has placed sevCfC limitations on the use of HSl\\'
In Clause 1~.2.3 of CSA A13.3 (2) the minimum dc"c1opment length I .. for
Where: k l .. bar location factor equal to 1.3 for horizonla! reinforccmem wilh
more than JOOmm of fresh concrete cast below the bar.
kl .. 1.0 for all other C3SCS.
k" = coating factor of 1.5 for epoxy coated reinforcement with less than
3dbconcrete cover or clear spacing of less than 6 db
kl .. all other epoxy coated reinforcement
k1 .. for uncoated reinforcement
kJ '" 1.3 for structural low densitv concrete
kJ .. I.~ for structural semi-low density concrete
kj .. 1.0 for l\Onnal density concrete
k.. '" 0.8 for 20mm and smaller bars
l.l "" 1.0 for :!5mm and larger bars
So for the case of our experimem lhe bond stress IJ can be delC:rmined as:
IJ"F/A
.....here. F=fyx~
lhereforc, 1J""(0.556x ..Jrc)IK (5.6)
Table 5.5 and 5.6 compares the bond stress from the test results to the calculated values
using the six different fonnulae discussed in this section.
..
5.3.2 Discussioa of Comparative: Study
~ bond strength of concrete is proponional to the tensile strength. However. the
industry standard is to delermine the bond behavior based on the compressive strength.
mainly due to the ease of testing in compression using the standard cylindcr or cube test.
As a rcsult a bond cxpression based on thc square root of the compressive sltcngth is
commonly used in design codcs around 1M world to represent the relationship belween
the lensile strength and the compressive strength of concrete. Ho.....ever. for high strength
concretc thc USC of the square root of thc compressi"e strength can lead to 3lt
o"erestimation of the tensile strength and subsequently an o,·crestimation of the bond
capacity. Taking thc bond strength of high strength concrete to be proportional to the
cubic root of the compressive strength more accurately reprcsents thc tensilc strength.
From Table 5.6 and 5.8 thc cxpression uscd by Ala,·i·Fard and Marzouk (37) best filS thc
experimental data for high strength lightweight concrete. However. givcn that the test
consisted of tesling onc bar using this expression may not producc a large enough factor
of safe!)'. It ....'l1S discuss in ACI 318 (22) thai for multiple bars being devcloped in one
area a plane of failuce may develop at lower stress le"els than that resisted by the bond of
a single bar. As a result a more proctical solulion for HSLW conCTCIC is 10 use a concretc
density modification factor 17. J ellua[ to 1.1 instead of 1.3. From Table 5.6 and 5.8 it can
be seen that 17. J equal to 1.1 results in a ratio oftcst result to codc calculation of 1.20.
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Chapter 6
.. /f a bllilder has built a hOl/se for a man and has nOf mat!;> his It"Ork sOl/lid. and
the hOllse which he 1UlS bl/iff has Jallen dOll'n and so cOl/sed the death of Ihe
householder. that builder shall be pullO dealh. ."
Code ojHammurobi. c. 1040 H.C.
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
Resean:hcrs are const~I\1ly ~arching. and de\"eloping new m;lleri~ls and
improved methods for conslJUCtion. This process usually involves extensi\"c testing and a
thorough investigation into how these new materials perfonn under a \"ariety of
circumstances to which they are subject to in me real world. The various design code
groups throughout lhe world are @i\"cn lhe task of formalizing the use of these materials
through the implementation of material specifications and perfonnance criteria. Often
when thert is limited research data available conservative restrictions are placed on the
use of these materials in the interest of public safety. Such is the case with high strenj,;th
lightweight concrete. and ~nce the purpose for this research.
It ""as belie\'ed by the author that the restrictions placed on normal strength
lightweight concrete through the use of a concrete density modification factor is not
justified on high strength light.....cight concrete. The experimental investigation consisted
of consuueti~ 36 specimens for each for 25mm and 35mm bar. To facilitate a direct
lOS
comparison "'ith 1M pre\ious work by AI:wi·Fard and Marwuk (37) on high s~ngth
nonnal weight concrete the same specimen size. casting position and test setup was used.
The test program consisted of both monotonic and cyclic testing for each bar size. In
addition under !he monotonic test the effect of loading in tension "-as com~ to
comprc:ssion. as well as \-arying Ute rate at which the load was applied. Similarly. tiK' rate
of loading was varied in the cyclic test to investigate !he effect of incn:asing the rate of
loading by 50 times the nominal rate and decreasing the rate by 10 limes Ihe nominal
The test results revealed that high slrength lightweight (HSlWI concrete beha\'CS
very similar to high strength normal weight concrete (HSNW). The maximum bond
stress for HSLW is greater than that of nonnal s~ngth lightweight concrete. However.
the: behavior of HSLW concrete is mort: brinle than normal strength lightweight. As was
the case for HSNW concrete the maximum slip value associated \\ith bond fail~ was
approximatcl)' 6\'e times the slip \'a!lle corresponding to the maximum bond streSS. The
shape of the Slress -displacement curve for HSLW is \'ery similar to HSNW, The curves
begin "i!h a sharp nearly linear ascending ponion of !he curye, followed by a steep
des«nding ponion indicating very brinle behavior. Howe\'C1". the decrease in bond stress
for !he descending portion of the HSLW curve is 50-10 to 600;. as compared "ith 30% to
40"10 for HSNW. This is anributed to lightweight aggregate not having the same
aggrt:gate interlock characteristics of normal weight aggregate.
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The cyclic test on HSlW concrete conclude that cyclic loading does nol have a
significanl aIfttl on the bond strength prO\'ided that the maximum cyclic displacement is
less that the peak load displacement in the static test. The stress displacement curve
shows thai the slope of the initial cycles is constant: however there is a reduction in the
slope once the slip associated \o\ith maximum stress is exc~ed. This is indiC3tivc ofloss
ofsuuctural capacily and complete failure by means of pullout oflhc bar.
The result! of the HSLW testing were also compared to the bond expressions
developed by other researchers as well as the Ausualian. American and Canadian
concrete design codes. The Canadian concrele design code requires thaI for nonnal
sltength lightweight concrete the basic developmcnt length must be multiplied by a
concrete density modification factor of 1.3. A comparison of the tCSI result! \o\;th the
code equation concludes thai thc 30% increase in thc dcvelopmenl lcngth is too
conseryative for HSlW concretc. and that if " r< is to be used then the concrete density
modification factor should be 1.1 for high strength lightweight concrele. It was also
detennined that the cubic root of the concrete compressive slrength beller describes the
bond behavior of HSlW concrete than the square root of the compressive strength "nich
is currently used in the design codes. The expression developed by Alavi·Fard and
Marzouk (37) best represenled the experimental data on high strength light.....eight
concrete.
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6.2 Recommendations
II is imponanl to realize th:u the experimental inn~stig3tion carried out as pan of
this Ihesis was limited to 36 specimens for each bar size and to one type of specimen.
The author recommends that more samples and different specimen configurations such l1S
muhiplc bars. beam end specimens and full scale structural members bt: tested. This
would enable a more comprehensive statistical analysis on the results and 1M
de,·c!opment of a new equation for calculating the bond strength of high strength
lightweightconcrett:.
,os
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